Effects of growth factors on growth and radiation sensitivity of the human breast cancer cell line T-47D.
Different growth factors are supposed to be involved in evolution of breast cancer. Radiation therapy is used in treatment of breast cancer patients, and the possible relationships between the influence of growth factors on cells and their radiation sensitivity are therefore of interest. Cell growth and radiation sensitivity of the human oestrogen and progesterone receptor positive cell line T-47D were investigated following exposure to the growth factors IGF-1, TGF-alpha and TGF-beta. Experiments were done with standard medium and in growth factor defined medium. Changes in cell cycle distribution were investigated by flow cytometry. The cell growth was significantly decreased by removal of growth factors in the culture medium, an effect which partly could be reversed by supplementation of growth factors. The growth factors decreased the cellular doubling time in standard medium, but to a smaller extent than seen in growth factor defined medium. The radiation sensitivity and plating efficiency were slightly affected by growth factor defined versus standard growth conditions. Additional growth factor exposure was able to some extent to change the radiation sensitivity, mainly by effects due to changes in repair of sublethal damage. Only minor changes were seen in phase distribution of these cells. Cellular growth was dependent on presence of different growth factors, and changes in growth factor conditions greatly influenced the cellular doubling time in vitro. Corresponding changes in radiation sensitivity were minor for doses relevant for radiation therapy.